UCD Omni-Spray: A Broad Spectrum Democraticide
Tired of protests and civic engagement pests? Worried about infestations of democracy?
Losing patience with free expression? Relief may be closer than you think!
Drawing on campus expertise in multiple-vector pest control technologies, UC Davis authorities have developed a dual-purpose
“Omni-Spray” (OS) that purportedly stops peaceful protesters in their tracks. According to eye-witness accounts of recent clinical trials, the proprietary OS formula can curtail freedom of both expression and assembly. The spray lends itself to aeresol applications and
can disable both seated and standing pests. UCD Chancellor Linda Katehi noted that Omni-Spray was designed to address campus
health and safety issues created by potentially contagious democractic practices and that it was particularly valuable to campus leaders
who cannot imagine other options.
--Click photo to view YouTube video of Omni-Spray clinical trial--

Omni-Spray Advisory: Applications, Use, Cautions
•

Key Features: Non-CFL-based, broad spectrum democraticide that works on both novice and mature pests. Easy to transport and
store. Requires minimal human relations training, and lends itself to both thoughtful and careless applications.

•

How it Works: Omni-Spray works by converting peaceful protests to violent, unsavory encounters between police and citizens.

•

Application: For maximum effectiveness, Omni-Spray should be used full strength and aimed at close range into the face of unprotected protesters, disabling normal speach and vision and reducing the likelihood of civil discourse.

•

Thinning: For broader coverage, Omni-Spray can be thinned with Administrative BS (ABS), with the following caution: elevated
ABS levels following Omni-Spray applications can create conditions favorable to complete democratic infestation.

•

Clean Up: Unwanted residue from applications of Omni-Spray can be removed with water canons, baton jabs, rubber bullets,
disciplinary hearings, and indiscriminate arrests.

•

Known Side Effects: Applications of Omni-Spray can leave a bad taste in university mouthpieces. They may also violate principles
of campus community and lead to faculty and student outrage, indignation and censure. In some cases, Omni-Spray application
videos have also become vectors for transmitting viral democragenesis to previously uninfected populations.

